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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to introduce selected statistical and epidemiologic
topics that are of interest to interdisciplinary teams of healthcare quality
professionals, educators, technical staff, and researchers who participate in
clinical simulation scholarship. Four research vignettes in the setting of a
hypothetical clinical simulation training workshop are presented. The first
vignette illustrates the utility of exact logistic regression when analyzing a
small dataset. The second underscores the importance of using an appropriate
method to account for the repeated measurement of an outcome. The third
illustrates the use of the intraclass correlation coefficient to measure inter-rater
reliability. The final vignette demonstrates the benefits of creating a causal
diagram known as a directed acyclic graph.
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INTRODUCTION
Simulation offers opportunities to improve the
quality of healthcare.1 Simulation in health care
education has a long history with roots dating back
to the early 20th century.2 In the past several decades,
clinical simulation has been rapidly adopted in
multiple areas including undergraduate, graduate,
and continuing medical education.3 Simulation also
plays an integral role in effective faculty development
initiatives.4 As clinical simulation has increased
in popularity, so has the interest in health care
simulation research.5 Reporting guidelines for health
care simulation research were recently promulgated.5
The objective of this paper is to introduce selected
statistical topics that are of interest to healthcare
quality professionals, educators, technical staff, and
researchers who participate in clinical simulation
scholarship. The goal is not to provide a detailed
review of statistical concepts but rather to give
an overview of four important methods in the
setting of a hypothetical clinical simulation training
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workshop. These methods will prepare the clinical
simulation research team for their consultations with
a statistician or epidemiologist during the design and
analysis phases of a study.
The four methods are exact logistic regression (for
sparse data), generalized estimating equations (for
the analysis of longitudinal data), the intraclass
correlation coefficient (for measuring reliability),
and causal diagrams (for the building of statistical
models). Other methods such as Poisson regression
(for count data) and quantile regression (a method
that may be preferred to linear regression in certain
situations) are also of interest to clinical simulation
scholars and educators in the health sciences;
however, we chose to focus on the four techniques
listed above given that the evaluation of simulationbased training sessions may involve small sample
sizes that are prone to sparse data bias and may
utilize non-randomized study designs that are
especially vulnerable to confounding. Additionally,
we have noted that causal diagrams are underutilized
in clinical simulation and medical education research.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our project did not involve data from human
subjects and hence it did not require approval by
our institutional review board. The data presented
in this article are fictitious (they were generated by
the authors). Our hypothetical data were analyzed
using SAS 9.4 software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North
Carolina).
Framework of the hypothetical workshop
A team of educators is designing a one-day clinical
simulation training workshop that will address the
diagnosis and management of gestational diabetes.
The workshop will have multiple training stations.
The attendees of the workshop will be students,
post-doctoral trainees, and professionals from several
disciplines in the health sciences including medicine,
nursing, and pharmacy.
Each of the learners will be administered a preworkshop clinical knowledge examination focusing
on the topics that will be addressed in the workshop.
During the workshop two faculty members will
evaluate the learners on the performance of a
task, and, to ensure quality, a measure of interrater reliability will be calculated. Immediately
after the completion of the one-day workshop, the
participants will be administered the same clinical
knowledge examination, and this knowledge
examination will also be completed by the
participants three months and six months after the
workshop.
RESULTS

TABLE 1. Orientation of data in a 2 x 2 contingency table.

letter A represents the number of subjects who were
both exposed to a certain factor (or intervention)
and had the outcome of interest (Table 1). The letters
B, C, and D represent the remaining three cell values.
Multiplying A and D and dividing this quantity by
the product of B and C results in a quantity known
as the odds ratio (OR): OR=(A x D)/(B x C). The OR
quantifies the strength of the association between
the independent and dependent (outcome)
variables. Logistic regression analysis also produces
ORs. The reader is referred elsewhere for an
introduction to logistic regression.6,7
Categorical outcomes are typically analyzed using
the chi-square test. However, the chi-square test
should not be used in the presence of sparse data.
The phrase “sparse data” refers to data with no
subjects or few subjects at important combinations
of variables, e.g., a limited number of exposed cases
in a 2 x 2 table (cell A).8 The chi-square test assumes
that each expected (not observed) cell value is at
least five.9 If this assumption is violated then the
chi-square test is contraindicated and a Fisher’s exact
test is usually performed.
Table 2 depicts a sparse data scenario in which
one of the cell values is 0. This type of situation
may arise in simulation-based education and
research when conducting sub-group analyses.

Sparse data : Grappling with a small sample size
Categorical outcomes with two levels are common
in clinical and educational research. For example,
a learner either passed or failed an examination.
When both the independent variable (also known
as the exposure or risk factor) and the outcome are
dichotomous, then the initial results are frequently
displayed in a 2 x 2 table, a contingency table with
two rows and two columns (Table 1).
The intersection of a row and column is a cell. The
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TABLE 2. Association between the specialty of the
resident physician and successful completion (passed
vs. failed) of a simulated clinical procedure in 20 learners
(hypothetical data). Both the empirical odds ratio and the
relative risk for passing are undefined due to division by
zero. However, the exact method yields an odds ratio (median unbiased estimator) of 33.6 (one-sided P=0.001).
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The educators in the hypothetical interdisciplinary
workshop described above would like to analyze
data on the participants who are resident physicians.
Specifically, the educators would like to determine
if the performance on a task at one of the workshop
stations varies by the specialty of the learner.
Hand calculations reveal that the OR is undefined
due to a division by 0: (8)(10)/(2)(0). Similarly,
attempting to fit a traditional logistic regression
model to the data found in Table 2 results in a
warning from the statistical package stating that
the maximum likelihood estimate may not exist.
Additionally, the relative risk is also undefined:
0.8/0. It appears that a measure of association
cannot be calculated in this situation; however,
clinical simulation researchers should be aware of a
technique known as exact logistic regression which
may be indicated when analyzing small samples.
Fitting a logistic regression model when the sample
size is small is a complicated version of Fisher’s exact
test for a 2 x 2 table.6
Using the values found in Table 2, exact methods
for logistic regression resulted in an estimate of
the OR and a test of statistical significance: learners
from specialty A had 33.6 times the odds of
successfully performing the simulated procedure
than individuals from specialty B.6 This value of 33.6
is a median unbiased estimate of the exact odds
ratio (one-sided P=0.0004). It is not the conditional
maximum likelihood estimate.
The workshop educators can also control for one
or more factors using exact logistic regression.
For example, the educators may want to estimate
the exact OR for the relationship between the
resident’s specialty and the dichotomous outcome
after adjusting for potential confounders such
as the resident’s academic rank (postgraduate
year). Hosmer and Lemeshow provide a detailed
explanation of exact logistic regression.6 Fernandez
and Mulla give details regarding how to perform
exact logistic regression using the SAS software
package.9
Repeated measurement of an outcome
Educators in clinical simulation may measure an
outcome at several points in time and therefore
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should be familiar with techniques to analyze
correlated response data.10 In our hypothetical
scenario, the educators will measure clinical
knowledge at four points in time: immediately
before and after the workshop, and three months
and six months after the workshop. The majority
of statistical tests and methods that are familiar to
non-statisticians assume independence. However,
the assumption of independence will most likely
be violated in our hypothetical longitudinal study
since clinical knowledge examination scores within
the same learner will tend to be more similar to
each other than scores from different learners. If the
workshop educators ignore the correlation between
the repeated measurements of clinical knowledge,
then the results of their statistical analysis may be
biased.11
Statistical methods that are appropriate for analyzing
longitudinal data include repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA), generalized estimating
equations (GEE), and mixed-effect models.11,12
The popularity of repeated-measures ANOVA has
declined over time due to its strong assumptions.11
GEE and mixed-effect models, in contrast, are
modern, flexible approaches to analyzing data that
arise from repeated measures designs.11 Mixedeffects models (also known as mixed models) contain
fixed and random effects.11
Inter-rater reliability
Healthcare quality professionals and educators
may be interested in the agreement (concordance)
between two or more raters. For example, during
the hypothetical one-day simulation workshop
two raters who are faculty members assigned
a performance score ranging from 0 to 100 to a
group of 15 workshop participants (Table 3). While
calculating a Pearson correlation coefficient (or
the nonparametric Spearman rank correlation
coefficient) is possible in this situation, both of these
familiar measures of reliability do not account for the
systematic difference (bias) between the two raters.13
In the hypothetical dataset presented in Table 3,
rater 1’s measurements are consistently greater
than those of rater 2. A measure of agreement that
combines information on both the correlation and
the bias between the two readings is the intraclass
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outcome.15 Finally, a potential confounder cannot be
on the causal pathway between the exposure and
outcome.15 Methods for identifying confounders
have been debated for some time.16-18 Educators and
researchers in the area of clinical simulation research
should be aware of the utility of causal diagrams.
Causal diagrams aid the researcher in selecting the
proper variables for inclusion in a regression model.

Table 3. Hypothetical performance scores assigned
by two raters who evaluated a group of 15 nursing
students. The Pearson and intraclass correlation coefficients are 0.93 and 0.77, respectively.

correlation coefficient. Shrout and Fleiss presented
guidelines for choosing among the six types of
intraclass correlation coefficients.14 The Pearson
correlation coefficient and the intraclass correlation
coefficient (treating the raters as random effects)
calculated from the data reported in Table 3 are
0.93 and 0.77, respectively. The Pearson correlation
coefficient indicates a strong linear association
between the two sets of scores; however, it does not
correct for bias (systematic differences) between the
two raters.
Causal diagrams
While any clinical or educational research
investigation may be affected by confounding,
non-randomized studies are particularly prone to
confounding bias. Confounding is a mixing of the
effect of the exposure variable on the outcome with
a third (extraneous) factor.15 A confounder is a factor
that is related to the exposure, and independent of
that exposure variable, is a factor that also affects the
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Causal diagrams have a long history of use in
research.19 The popularity of causal diagrams,
known as directed acyclic graphs (DAG) among
epidemiologists and clinical researchers, has
increased during the past 15 years.18-21 DAGs
not only allow researchers to identify predictor
(independent) variables, such as confounders, that
should be included in their regression models, but
they also assist in avoiding overadjustment bias.
Overadjustment bias occurs when the researcher
controls for (adjusts for) a variable that is on
the causal path between the exposure and the
outcome.22 Assume that a group of obstetricians
would like to estimate the association between
maternal tobacco smoking during pregnancy and
the outcome of infant mortality. A DAG illustrating
this relationship would most likely show that
maternal smoking leads to low birth weight which in
turn influences infant mortality.23 If the obstetricians
control for low birth weight (which is an intermediate
variable) using regression modeling or other
techniques, then the total causal effect of maternal
smoking on infant mortality cannot be consistently
estimated.22
Figure 1 displays a DAG which depicts the causal
relationship between several variables in a group
of learners who participated in the hypothetical
interprofessional clinical simulation training
scenario. The outcome of interest is the satisfaction
of the learner with the training. The researchers
believe that the age of the learner impacts their
level of professional experience which in turn
influences satisfaction. If the researchers assume
that the associations shown in Figure 1 are true,
then controlling for professional experience when
attempting to estimate the association between
the learner’s age and learner satisfaction will cause
overadjustment bias. If the researchers want to
estimate the overall effect of age on satisfaction,
then there is no reason to control for (condition on)
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FIGURE 1. Directed acyclic graph (causal diagram) depicting the effects of various factors on the
outcome of learner satisfaction during an interprofessional clinical simulation scenario.

the learner’s experience, which is an intermediate.23

DISCUSSION

The researchers in this hypothetical interprofessional
education scenario may construct several
hypothesized DAGs each depicting different
relationships between the variables shown in Figure
1. For example, it can be argued that the specialty of
the learner has an effect on the type of professional
experience possessed by the learner. If this were true,
then an arrow leading from “Specialty/Discipline” to
“Experience” would have to be included in Figure 1.
The variable “Experience” would then be considered
a collider. A collider is a variable where two
arrowheads meet.18 Controlling for a collider may
result in collider-stratification bias.18,22,23 The resulting
bias may be strong enough to move the observed
association between the learner’s “Age” and the
outcome of “Satisfaction” in the opposite direction of
the true association.18

From a patient safety perspective, the use of
simulation for training can be viewed as an ethical
imperative.1,24 To ensure that simulation-based
training is effective, educators and healthcare quality
professionals must be equipped with appropriate
research skills. In this paper, we introduced four
important techniques of interest to healthcare
quality experts and educators in the health sciences:
(1) Data arising from studies involving a small
sample size with a binary outcome may benefit from
the use of exact logistic regression. (2) Familiarity
with GEE can prove beneficial when dealing with
investigations in which learners are assessed at
multiple points in time. (3) Assessing inter-rater
reliability when measuring continuous outcomes
should involve the calculation of the intraclass
correlation coefficient. (4) A causal diagram known as
a DAG facilitates the construction of an appropriate
statistical regression model. A limitation of our
report is that we discussed only four techniques,
and therefore consultations with study design and
statistical experts are recommended if the principal
investigator does not possess a robust set of research
skills. Authors of future, similar overview papers may
consider using Monte Carlo simulation to illustrate
the use of important statistical methods under
varying scenarios.

Using observational rather than experimental data
for causal inference is necessary at times. When
conducting observational studies, knowledge of
the conditions/outcomes that are being studied
combined with the use of DAGs are especially critical
in ensuring that the proper variables are adjusted
for.18 Elegant methodological techniques are of little
use if subject-matter experts are not included in the
design of a study.
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Improper analysis of data can lead to errors in
inference. Lessons learned from the disciplines of
epidemiology and clinical research can inform teams
of healthcare quality professionals and educators
as they engage in simulation scholarship. A recent
example involved a popular publicly-available health
database, the National Inpatient Sample (NIS).25
Proper statistical analysis of the NIS requires that
researchers account for the complex survey design
of this dataset including clustering. Khera et al.
randomly selected 120 studies from a population of
1082 studies that used the NIS.25 The majority (85%)
of these published studies on the NIS did not adhere
to one or more of the statistical practices that are
required to properly analyze and interpret NIS data.25
The strength of simulation is its ability to advance the
expertise of both individuals and teams.26 Improving
clinical simulation via research similarly requires a
multi-disciplinary approach. Experts from the public
health and social sciences are valuable additions to
the modern simulation-based research team.
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